HYPSOS by Ferrum
all it takes is a revolution

You can make a ﬁrst impression only once. With this idea in mind, HEM set out to conquer the world with Ferrum.
A new brand, which they modelled on their twenty year's worth of experience in designing and manufacturing
audio electronics. They decided to start at the beginning of any hiﬁ system; the power supply. And make it better.
Enter Ferrum's ﬁrstborn.
HYPSOS is a hybrid power system and combines the best features of both linear and switching power supplies.
HYPSOS can power many brands with a simple revolution of a knob. This software based operation is unique
to HYPSOS and an industry ﬁrst! Apart from the ease of operation HYPSOS makes use of a smart combination
of existing power sensing techniques, which again sets it apart from the pack. HYPSOS comes with two high
quality DC power cords which enables connection to the majority of suited audio electronics. HYPSOS will reveal
unrivalled detail and makes your existing setup perform to the max. You'll just love it!
More info on www.ferrum.audio

HYPSOS
all it takes is a revolution

H y b r i d Po w e r S ys t e m

linear/switching hybrid design to get the advantages from both techniques - low ripple
and noise as well as fast transient response and high e ciency.

Easy setup procedure

using pre-conﬁgured settings from the list of supported devices or setting custom parameters
manually.

Sweet Spot Tuning (SST)

Possibility to ﬁne tune the output voltage for the best sound.

4T Sensing Design (4TSD)

ensuring the exact voltage level precisely at the point of the powered device DC input
terminal-special cable design and feedback to ensure ﬂat voltage at every moment.

Advanced Automation

Compatibility with Apple TV remote, Trigger in/out connector; possibility to automate

Extremey safe to use

Automatic Transformer Voltage Adjust (ATVA), Electronic Output Voltage Polarity Switch

power-up of the devices with standby mode even without dedicated trigger connection.
and Overvoltage, current limit and short protection.
HYPSOS hybrid power system comes with two high quality DC power cables ﬁtted with a 5,5x2,5mm and a 5,5x2,1mm DC
plug, to connect to the most commonly used DC inputs

995 EUR/USD
Linear/switching design,
100 ~ 240V AC in, 5 ~ 30V DC out, 6A/60W
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21,7 x 20,6 x 5 cm
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